Binaural processing in the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus.
We studied the binaural properties of 72 neurons in the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (DNLL) of the mustache bat. There are six main findings: 1) Conventional EI neurons that were excited by stimulation of the contralateral ear and inhibited by ipsilateral stimulation, comprise the majority (80%) of binaural DNLL cells. 2) For most EI neurons the quantitative features of their interaural intensity disparity (IID) functions, maximum inhibition, dynamic range and 50% point IIDs, were largely unaffected by the absolute intensity at the contralateral ear. 3) Although the net effect of the inhibition evoked by ipsilateral stimulation was to suppress discharges evoked by contralateral stimulation, our results indicate that the inhibitory inputs can act in three different ways. The first was a time-intensity trade, where increasing the intensity at the ipsilateral ear evoked inhibitory effects with progressively shorter latencies. The second way was that the latency of inhibition did not appear to decrease with ipsilateral intensity, but rather increasing ipsilateral intensity appeared only to increase the strength of the inhibition. The third way was that the lowest effective ipsilateral intensity suppressed the first spikes evoked by the contralateral stimulus and higher ipsilateral intensities then suppressed the later discharges of the train. Each of these inhibitory patterns was seen in about a third of the cells. 4) Neurons that had more complex binaural properties, such as the facilitated EI neurons (EI/F) and neurons that were driven by sound to either ear (EE neurons), represented about 20% of the binaural population. There were two types of EE neurons; those in which there was a simple summation of discharges evoked with certain IIDs, and those in which the spike-counts to binaural stimulation at certain IIDs were greater than a summation of the monaural counts and thus were facilitated. 5) All binaural neurons were strongly inhibited with IIDs that favored the ipsilateral ear. Our findings indicate that the more complex binaural types, the facilitated EI neurons (EI/F) as well as the two types of EE neurons, may be constructed from conventional EI neurons by adding inputs from several sources that impart the more complex features to these neurons. We propose four circuits that could account for the different binaural response properties that we observed. The circuits are based on the known connections of the DNLL and the neurochemistry of those connections. Finally, we compared the binaural properties of neurons in the mustache bat DNLL with those of neurons in the mustache bat inferior colliculus and lateral superior olive.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)